Discover the treasure of peace from the ocean.

GLOBAL PEACE ON THE MOVE

18 - 31 January 2013, Mooktawan Sanctuary, Thailand  www.peacerevolution.net
SAVING PRIVATE ISLAND

In January 2013 we travelled through air, land and sea to reach Mooktawan, the “Island of the Pearl Sun”.
MOOKTAWAN
MEDITATION SANCTUARY
We met friends from all over the world who came seeking for a new meaning to life. We needed a space to explore the hidden potential within us.
BREAKING THE BARRIERS

We overcame many obstacles, just to realize that they weren't real, they only existed in our minds.
We did Yoga every morning to attune ourselves with our physical body. By being aware of it, we were able to listen and understand it. This was only half of the equation.
Meditation

Through meditation we connected with our deepest awareness, the core and essence of human life. We were able to tap into our unlimited potential. The other half of the equation was complete.
Simple activities remind us of our purity and innocence, establishing the lost connection with the child within. They brought back the simplicity we had lost throughout the years.
True and lasting peace can only be discovered by being still...
GENEROSITY

By sharing, we express our joy and gratitude for life.
The sound of silence filled the atmosphere,
playing a beautiful symphony that extended beyond space and time
Buddhist monks guided us every step of the way. With their wisdom and support, we found the answers to the questions we had always been asking.
The stillness of the sea, brought about the stillness within, showing us that everything we need is already there, only waiting to be revealed.
The environment is nothing but a reflection of ourselves.
We transformed our thoughts and it was time to take the
transformation outside.
CLEAN OUT

A clean and pure mind can't be kept silent in a messy environment. We swept, mopped and raked the leaves ...
Friends came from all over the world to share and inspire, to laugh and to learn.
TEAMWORK

We learned to work together. By listening, observing and collaborating we created things that we never thought were possible.
As we came to the end of the journey, we realized we had received a wonderful gift, the gift of inner peace. We rediscovered a treasure that had been with us all the time, the true wisdom and source of energy for every human being. It is now time to share this with the world, like a candlelight spreading far and wide, igniting all the candles in the world.
PEACE AGENTS
GLOBAL PEACE ON THE MOVE
We know things happen for a reason ...

Although we learn to have no expectation, we’re sure we’ll meet again ...